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#1 WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER • “Jonathan Kellerman’s novels are an obsession; once
started it is hard to quit.”—Orlando Sentinel Tanya Bigelow was a solemn little girl when Dr. Alex
Delaware successfully treated her obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Now, at nineteen, Tanya
returns with a curious request: that Delaware investigate her aunt’s deathbed confession of
murder. While Delaware doubts that Patty Bigelow was capable of such a horrific act, he agrees
to look into the matter. Armed with only the vaguest details, Delaware and LAPD detective Milo
Stugris retrace Patty’s and Tanya’s nomadic and increasingly puzzling life. Then a very real
murder tears open a terrifying tunnel into the past, where secrets—and bodies—are buried. As
the tension mounts, Delaware and Sturgis uncover a tangled history of desperation, vengeance,
and death—a legacy of evil that refuses to die.Praise for Obsession“The characters are rich, the
story’s well-plotted and you won’t stop reading.”—Boston Herald“Filled with Kellerman’s
psychological insight and action-packed drama.”—Toronto Sun

“Jonathan Kellerman’s novels are an obsession; once started it is hard to quit.”—Orlando
Sentinel “The characters are rich, the story’s well-plotted and you won’t stop reading.”—Boston
Herald“Filled with Kellerman’s psychological insight and action-packed drama.”—Toronto
SunPraise for the novels of Jonathan KellermanGone“The denouement accelerates to
breathtaking, heart-pounding speed.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette“Sharply written and well-
paced.”—Entertainment WeeklyRage“[Kellerman is] a master of the grab-the-reader contest . . .
The chills start within the first two pages.”—Saint Paul Pioneer Press“[An] adrenaline-fueled
read.”—PeopleTwisted“A perfect whodunit–a tale told with gusto . . . a thrilling, engrossing pace
from the first page to the last.”—Orlando Sentinel“Delivers full measures of suspense, humor,
and sleuthing.”—Los Angeles TimesFrom Publishers WeeklyThe 21st Alex Delaware novel (after
2006's Gone) from bestseller Kellerman contains fewer twists than usual for this contemporary
thriller series. Once again, Delaware, an accomplished psychologist, teams with his friend Milo
Sturgis, an LAPD detective, to probe a mystery, though this time there's considerable doubt as
to the nature of the puzzle. Teenager Tanya Bigelow, whom Delaware treated as a child for
obsessive-compulsive disorder, consults him because her aunt Patty, who raised her, conveyed
a cryptic message just before she died, apparently confessing to a crime. Shortly after Delaware
and Sturgis start investigating, one of Patty's former neighbors turns up dead, the first in a series
of corpses that appear, possibly as a result of the duo's turning over old rocks. Since the identity
of the killer is revealed relatively early on, the final sections are short on suspense. (Mar.
27)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewLabyrinthine twists, excellent
pacing, and hard-boiled, swaggering dialogue Washington Post The Master of the psychological



thriller People --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJonathan
Kellerman is one of the world’s most popular authors. He has brought his expertise as a clinical
psychologist to over two dozen bestselling crime novels, including the Alex Delaware series, The
Butcher’s Theater, Billy Straight, The Conspiracy Club, and Twisted. With his wife, the novelist
Faye Kellerman, he co-authored the bestsellers Double Homicide and Capital Crimes. He is the
author of numerous essays, short stories, scientific articles, two children’s books, and three
volumes of psychology, including Savage Spawn: Reflections on Violent Children. He has won
the Goldwyn, Edgar, and Anthony awards, and has been nominated for a Shamus Award.
Jonathan and Faye Kellerman live in California and New Mexico. Their four children include the
novelist Jesse Kellerman. Visit the author’s website at www.jonathankellerman.com. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistMega-best-selling Kellerman delivers
another psychological suspense tale starring shrink hero Alex Delaware. While the Delaware
novels are wildly popular, this one, at least, gets by only on plot. The characters are sketchily
drawn, except for Delaware's new dog, who receives far more intensive (and ridiculous)
development than any human in the book. Kellerman also takes the shortcut of having his
characters deliver plot details and provide background motivations in artificial dialogue that
should have been left to an omniscient narrator. But Kellerman does have a strong plot going for
him (once we've waded through excessive descriptions of meals and interiors). The story
centers on a young woman, whom Delaware treated as a child and who returns to tell the
psychologist of the deathbed confession of her aunt and adopted mother--a woman whom Alex
remembers as a heroically capable mother and nurse. The recently deceased woman allegedly
told her niece that she had killed someone. The crux of the mystery is whether there was a
murder at all, or whether it was the medication talking, or guilt over a patient's death. Delaware
and his sidekick, detective pal Milo Sturgis, follow the tangled trail to a surprising conclusion.
Good story unfairly weighed down by bad dialogue and stick characterizations. Kellerman's
enormous fan base, however, will overlook the novel's flaws the way we excuse our loved ones'
weaknesses. Connie FletcherCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.CHAPTER 1Patty Bigelow hated surprises and did her best to avoid them. God
had other ideas.Patty’s concept of a supreme being wavered between Ho-Ho-Ho Santa and a
Fire-Eyed Odin thrusting thunderbolts.Either way, a white-bearded guy bunking down in the
clouds. Depending on his mood, dispensing goodies or playing marbles with the planets.If
pressed, Patty would’ve called herself an agnostic. But when life went haywire why not be like
everyone else and blame A Greater Power?The night Lydia surprised her, Patty had been home
for a couple of hours, trying to wind down after a tough day in the E.R. Mellowing out with a beer,
then another, and when that didn’t work, giving in to The Urge.First, she straightened the
apartment, doing stuff that didn’t need doing. She ended up using a toothbrush on the kitchen
counter grout, cleaned the toothbrush with a wire brush that she washed under hot water and
picked clean. Still tense, she saved the best for last: arranging her shoes—wiping each loafer,



sneaker, and sandal clean with a chamois, sorting and re-sorting by color, making sure
everything pointed outward at precisely the same angle.Time for blouses and sweaters . . . the
doorbell rang.One twenty a.m. in Hollywood, who the heck would be drop- ping in?Patty got
irritated, then nervous. Should’ve bought that gun. She took a carving knife to the door, made
sure to use the peephole.Saw black sky, no one out there . . . oh, yes there was.When she
realized what Lydia had done, she stood there, too stunned to blame anyone.Lydia Bigelow
Nardulli Soames Biefenbach was Patty’s baby sister but she’d crammed a lot more living into her
thirty-five years than Patty wanted to think about.Dropout years, groupie years, barmaid years,
sitting-on-back-of-the-Harley years. Vegas, Miami, San Antonio, Fresno, Mexico, New Mexico,
Wyoming, Montana. No time for postcards or sisterly calls, the only time Patty heard from Liddie
had to do with money.Lydia was quick to point out that the arrests were chickenshit, nothing that
ever stuck. Responding to Patty’s silence when she collect-called from some backcountry
lockup and wheedled bail money.She always paid the money back, Patty granted her that.
Always the same schedule: six months later, to the day.Liddie could be efficient when she
wanted to, but not when it came to men. Before, in between, and after the three stupid marriages
flowed an endless parade of pierced, inked, dirty-fingernailed, vacant-eyed losers who Liddie
insisted on calling her “honeys.”All that fooling around, but miraculously only one kid.Three years
ago, Lydia taking twenty-three hours to push the baby out, alone in some osteopathic hospital
outside of Missoula. Tanya Marie, five pounds, six ounces. Liddie sent Patty a newborn picture
and Patty sent money. Most newborns were red and monkeylike but this kid looked pretty cute.
Two years later, Lydia and Tanya showed up at Patty’s door, dropping in on the way to Alaska.No
talk about why Juneau, were they meeting anyone, was Liddie clean. No hints about who the
father was. Patty wondered if Lydia even knew.Patty was no kid person and her neck got tight
when she saw the toddler holding Liddie’s hand. Expecting some wild little brat, given the
circumstances. Her niece turned out to be sweet and quiet, kind of pretty with wispy white-blond
hair, searching green eyes that would’ve fit a middle-aged woman, and restless hands.“Drop-in”
stretched to a ten-day stay. Patty ended up deciding Tanya was real cute, not much of a pain, if
you didn’t count the stink of dirty diapers.Just as suddenly as she’d shown up, Liddie announced
they were leaving.Patty was relieved but also disappointed. “You did okay, Lid, she’s a real little
lady.” Standing in her front door, watching as Lydia dragged the kid out with one hand, toted a
battered suitcase with the other. A Yellow Cab idled at the curb, belching smog. Noise rose from
down on the boulevard. Across the street a bum slouched past.Lydia flipped her hair and
grinned. Her once-gorgeous smile was insulted by two seriously chipped front teeth.“A lady?
Meaning not like me, Pats?”“Oh, stop, take it for what it was,” said Patty.“Hey,” said Lydia, “I’m a
slut and proud of it.” Shaking her chest and wiggling her butt. Laughing loud enough for the
cabbie to turn his head.Tanya was two but she must’ve known Mommy was being inappropriate
because she winced. Patty was sure of it.Patty wanted to protect her. “All I meant to say was
she’s great, you can bring her anytime.” Smiling at Tanya but the kid was looking at the
sidewalk.Liddie laughed. “Even with all those shitty diapers?”Now the kid stared off into the



distance. Patty walked over to her and touched the top of her little head. Tanya started to recoil,
then froze.Patty bent a bit and talked softly. “You’re a good girl, a real little lady.”Tanya laced her
hands in front of her and mustered up the most painful little smile Patty had ever seen.As if some
inner voice was coaching her in the fine points of niece-to-aunt etiquette.Lydia said, “Shitty
diapers are okay? Cool, I’ll remember that, Pats, on the off chance we ever roll around here
again.”“What’s in Juneau?”“Snow.” Lydia laughed and her boobs bounced, barely restrained by a
hot-pink halter top. She had tattoos now, too many of them. Her hair looked dry and coarse, her
eyes were getting grainy around the edges, and those long dancer’s legs were getting jiggly
around the inner thighs. All that and the broken teeth shouted Racing Over the Hill! Patty
wondered what would happen when all of Lydia’s looks went south.“Stay warm,” she said.“Oh,
yeah,” said Lydia. “I got my ways for that.” Taking hold of the little girl’s wrist and pulling her
toward the car.Patty went after them. Bent to get eye-level with the kid as Lydia handed the
suitcase off to the cabbie. “Nice to meet you, little Tanya.”That sounded awkward. What did she
know about kids?Tanya bit her lip, chewed hard.Now here it was, thirteen months later, a hot
night in June, the air stinking of Patty didn’t know what, and the kid was back at her door, tiny as
ever, wearing saggy jeans and a frayed white top, her hair curlier, more yellow than white.Biting
and gnawing exactly the same way. Holding a stuffed orca that was coming apart at the
seams.This time, she stared straight up at Patty.A rumbling red Firebird was parked exactly
where the cab had been. One of those souped-up numbers with a spoiler and fat tires and wire
dealies clamping down the hood. The hood thumped like a fibrillating heart.As Patty hurried
toward the car the Firebird peeled out, Lydia’s platinum shag barely visible through the tinted
glass on the passenger side.Patty thought her sister had waved, but she was never really
sure.The kid hadn’t moved.When Patty got back to her, Tanya reached in a pocket and held out
a note.Cheap white paper, red letterhead from the Crazy Eight Motor Hotel, Holcomb,
Nevada.Below that, Lydia’s handwriting, way too pretty for someone with only junior high. Lydia
had never put any effort into learning penmanship or anything else during those nine years but
things came easy to her.The kid started to whimper.Patty took her hand—cold and teeny and soft
—and read the note.Dear Big Sis,You said she was a lady.Maybe with you she can really turn
out to be one.Little SisFrom the Hardcover edition. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileTanya Bigelow, former patient of child psychologist Dr. Alex
Delaware, reappears years later, telling of her mothers disturbing deathbed confession of a
terrible thing she had done more than a decade earlier. Hoping to put Tanyas mind at ease,
Detective Milo Sturgis and Delaware begin an investigation into this cold case. John Rubinsteins
performance creates multidimensional personalities, real people with subtle, very human
motives and foibles. Rubinstein immediately engages listeners, providing Milo with lots of hard-
boiled attitude in a big softie, and Alex with more caring than an objective psychologist ought to
have. Kellermans attention to detail, the fascinating characters--including Alexs new blond
French bulldog--a convoluted mystery, and Rubinsteins terrific reading make this a must for fans
of the Delaware series. S.J.H. © AudioFile 2007, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile,



Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Obsession is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are the products of the
author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events, locales, or
persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental.Copyright © 2007 by Jonathan KellermanExcerpt
from Victims copyright © 2012 by Jonathan KellermanAll rights reserved.Published in the United
States by Ballantine Books, an imprint of The Random House Publishing Group, a division of
Random House, Inc., New York.BALLANTINE and colophon are registered trademarks of
Random House, Inc.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataKellerman,
Jonathan.Obsession : an Alex Delaware novel / Jonathan Kellerman.p. cm.1. Delaware, Alex
(Fictitious character)—Fiction. 2. Sturgis, Milo (Fictitious character)—Fiction. 3. Police—
California—Los Angeles—Fiction. 4. Young women—Fiction. 5. Psychologists—Fiction. 6. Los
Angeles (Calif.)—Fiction. 7. Psychological fiction. I. Title.PS3561.E3865027 2007813’.54–dc22
2007002623This book contains
an excerpt from Victims by Jonathan Kellerman. This excerpt has been set for this edition and
may not reflect the final content of the book.v3.0_r2CONTENTSTITLE
PAGECOPYRIGHTCHAPTER 1CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 5CHAPTER
6CHAPTER 7CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 9CHAPTER 10CHAPTER 11CHAPTER 12CHAPTER
13CHAPTER 14CHAPTER 15CHAPTER 16CHAPTER 17CHAPTER 18CHAPTER
19CHAPTER 20CHAPTER 21CHAPTER 22CHAPTER 23CHAPTER 24CHAPTER
25CHAPTER 26CHAPTER 27CHAPTER 28CHAPTER 29CHAPTER 30CHAPTER
31CHAPTER 32CHAPTER 33CHAPTER 34CHAPTER 35CHAPTER 36CHAPTER
37CHAPTER 38CHAPTER 39CHAPTER 40CHAPTER 41CHAPTER 42CHAPTER
43CHAPTER 44CHAPTER 45DEDICATIONBOOKS BY JONATHAN KELLERMANABOUT THE
AUTHOREXCERPT FROM VICTIMSCHAPTER1Patty Bigelow hated surprises and did her best
to avoid them.God had other ideas.Patty’s concept of a supreme being wavered between Ho-Ho-
Ho Santa and a Fire-Eyed Odin thrusting thunderbolts.Either way, a white-bearded guy bunking
down in the clouds. Depending on his mood, dispensing goodies or playing marbles with the
planets.If pressed, Patty would’ve called herself an agnostic. But when life went haywire why not
be like everyone else and blame A Greater Power?The night Lydia surprised her, Patty had been
home for a couple of hours, trying to wind down after a tough day in the E.R. Mellowing out with
a beer, then another, and when that didn’t work, giving in to The Urge.First, she straightened the
apartment, doing stuff that didn’t need doing. She ended up using a toothbrush on the kitchen
counter grout, cleaned the toothbrush with a wire brush that she washed under hot water and
picked clean. Still tense, she saved the best for last: arranging her shoes—wiping each loafer,
sneaker, and sandal clean with a chamois, sorting and re-sorting by color, making sure
everything pointed outward at precisely the same angle.Time for blouses and sweaters…the
doorbell rang.One twenty a.m. in Hollywood, who the heck would be dropping in?Patty got
irritated, then nervous. Should’ve bought that gun. She took a carving knife to the door, made



sure to use the peephole.Saw black sky, no one out there…oh, yes there was.When she realized
what Lydia had done, she stood there, too stunned to blame anyone.Lydia Bigelow Nardulli
Soames Biefenbach was Patty’s baby sister but she’d crammed a lot more living into her thirty-
five years than Patty wanted to think about.Dropout years, groupie years, barmaid years, sitting-
on-back-of-the-Harley years. Vegas, Miami, San Antonio, Fresno, Mexico, New Mexico,
Wyoming, Montana. No time for postcards or sisterly calls, the only time Patty heard from Liddie
had to do with money.Lydia was quick to point out that the arrests were chickenshit, nothing that
ever stuck. Responding to Patty’s silence when she collect-called from some backcountry
lockup and wheedled bail money.She always paid the money back, Patty granted her that.
Always the same schedule: six months later, to the day.Liddie could be efficient when she
wanted to, but not when it came to men. Before, in between, and after the three stupid marriages
flowed an endless parade of pierced, inked, dirty-fingernailed, vacant-eyed losers who Liddie
insisted on calling her “honeys.”All that fooling around, but miraculously only one kid.Three years
ago, Lydia taking twenty-three hours to push the baby out, alone in some osteopathic hospital
outside of Missoula. Tanya Marie, five pounds, six ounces. Liddie sent Patty a newborn picture
and Patty sent money. Most newborns were red and monkeylike but this kid looked pretty cute.
Two years later, Lydia and Tanya showed up at Patty’s door, dropping in on the way to Alaska.No
talk about why Juneau, were they meeting anyone, was Liddie clean. No hints about who the
father was. Patty wondered if Lydia even knew.Patty was no kid person and her neck got tight
when she saw the toddler holding Liddie’s hand. Expecting some wild little brat, given the
circumstances. Her niece turned out to be sweet and quiet, kind of pretty with wispy white-blond
hair, searching green eyes that would’ve fit a middle-aged woman, and restless hands.“Drop-in”
stretched to a ten-day stay. Patty ended up deciding Tanya was real cute, not much of a pain, if
you didn’t count the stink of dirty diapers.Just as suddenly as she’d shown up, Liddie announced
they were leaving.Patty was relieved but also disappointed. “You did okay, Lid, she’s a real little
lady.” Standing in her front door, watching as Lydia dragged the kid out with one hand, toted a
battered suitcase with the other. A Yellow Cab idled at the curb, belching smog. Noise rose from
down on the boulevard. Across the street a bum slouched past.Lydia flipped her hair and
grinned. Her once-gorgeous smile was insulted by two seriously chipped front teeth.“A lady?
Meaning not like me, Pats?”“Oh, stop, take it for what it was,” said Patty.“Hey,” said Lydia, “I’m a
slut and proud of it.” Shaking her chest and wiggling her butt. Laughing loud enough for the
cabbie to turn his head.Tanya was two but she must’ve known Mommy was being inappropriate
because she winced. Patty was sure of it.Patty wanted to protect her. “All I meant to say was
she’s great, you can bring her anytime.” Smiling at Tanya but the kid was looking at the
sidewalk.Liddie laughed. “Even with all those shitty diapers?”Now the kid stared off into the
distance. Patty walked over to her and touched the top of her little head. Tanya started to recoil,
then froze.Patty bent a bit and talked softly. “You’re a good girl, a real little lady.”Tanya laced her
hands in front of her and mustered up the most painful little smile Patty had ever seen.As if some
inner voice was coaching her in the fine points of niece-to-aunt etiquette.Lydia said, “Shitty



diapers are okay? Cool, I’ll remember that, Pats, on the off chance we ever roll around here
again.”“What’s in Juneau?”“Snow.” Lydia laughed and her boobs bounced, barely restrained by a
hot-pink halter top. She had tattoos now, too many of them. Her hair looked dry and coarse, her
eyes were getting grainy around the edges, and those long dancer’s legs were getting jiggly
around the inner thighs. All that and the broken teeth shouted Racing Over the Hill! Patty
wondered what would happen when all of Lydia’s looks went south.“Stay warm,” she said.“Oh,
yeah,” said Lydia. “I got my ways for that.” Taking hold of the little girl’s wrist and pulling her
toward the car.Patty went after them. Bent to get eye-level with the kid as Lydia handed the
suitcase off to the cabbie. “Nice to meet you, little Tanya.”That sounded awkward. What did she
know about kids?Tanya bit her lip, chewed hard.Now here it was, thirteen months later, a hot
night in June, the air stinking of Patty didn’t know what, and the kid was back at her door, tiny as
ever, wearing saggy jeans and a frayed white top, her hair curlier, more yellow than white.Biting
and gnawing exactly the same way. Holding a stuffed orca that was coming apart at the
seams.This time, she stared straight up at Patty.A rumbling red Firebird was parked exactly
where the cab had been. One of those souped-up numbers with a spoiler and fat tires and wire
dealies clamping down the hood. The hood thumped like a fibrillating heart.As Patty hurried
toward the car the Firebird peeled out, Lydia’s platinum shag barely visible through the tinted
glass on the passenger side.Patty thought her sister had waved, but she was never really
sure.The kid hadn’t moved.When Patty got back to her, Tanya reached in a pocket and held out
a note.Cheap white paper, red letterhead from the Crazy Eight Motor Hotel, Holcomb,
Nevada.Below that, Lydia’s handwriting, way too pretty for someone with only junior high. Lydia
had never put any effort into learning penmanship or anything else during those nine years but
things came easy to her.The kid started to whimper.Patty took her hand—cold and teeny and soft
—and read the note.Dear Big Sis,You said she was a lady.Maybe with you she can really turn
out to be one.Little SisCHAPTER2Not a whodunit,” said Milo. “A did-it-even-happen?”I said, “You
think it’s a waste of time.”“Don’t you?”I shrugged. We both drank.“We’re talking terminal illness,
probably went to her brain,” he said. “That’s a mere layman’s theory.”He pulled his glass closer,
churned little viscous waves with his stirrer. We were at a steak house a couple miles west of
downtown, facing up to massive T-bones, salads bigger than some people’s lawns, icy
Martinis.One thirty p.m., a cool Wednesday afternoon, celebrating the end of a monthlong lust-
murder trial. The defendant, a woman whose artistic pretensions led her to a killing partnership,
had surprised everyone by pleading guilty.When Milo slogged out of the courtroom, I asked him
why she’d given up.“No reason given. Maybe she’s hoping for a shot at parole.”“Could that ever
happen?”“You’d think not, but if the zeitgeist gets mushy, who the hell knows?”“Big words this
early?” I said.“Ethos, social ambience, take your pick. What I’m saying is for the last few years
everyone’s been big on wiping out crime. Then we do our job too well and John Q. gets
complacent. The Times just ran one of their heartrending series about how a life sentence for
murder actually means life and ain’t that tragic. More of that and we’re back to the sweet days of
easy parole.”“That assumes people read the paper.”He huffed.I’d been subpoenaed as



prosecution witness, had spent four weeks on call, three days sitting on a wooden bench in a
long, gray corridor of the Criminal Court Building on Temple.At nine thirty a.m. I’d been working a
crossword puzzle when Tanya Bigelow phoned to tell me her mother had died of cancer a month
ago and she wanted a session.It had been years since I’d seen her or her mother. “I’m so sorry,
Tanya. I can see you today.”“Thank you, Dr. Delaware.” Her voice caught.“Is there anything you
want to tell me now?”“Not really—it’s not about grief. It’s something…I’m sure you’ll think it’s
strange.”I waited. She told me some of it. “You probably think I’m obsessing.”“Not at all,” I said.
Lying in the service of therapy.“I’m really not, Dr. Delaware. Mommy wouldn’t have—sorry, I have
to run to class. Can you see me later this afternoon?”“How about five thirty?”“Thank you so
much, Dr. Delaware. Mom always respected you.”Milo sawed along the bone, held up a wedge of
meat for inspection. The lighting made his face a gravel yard. “This look like prime to
you?”“Tastes fine,” I said. “I probably shouldn’t have told you about the call—confidentiality. But if
it turns out to be anything serious, you know I’ll be back.”The steak disappeared between his
lips. His jaws worked and the acne pits on his cheeks became dancing commas. He used his
free hand to push a lick of black hair off a mottled forehead. Swallowing, he said, “Sad about
Patty.”“You knew her?”“Used to see her in the E.R. when I dropped in on Rick. Hi, how’s it going,
have a nice day.”“Did you know she was sick?”“Only way I’d know was if Rick told me and we’ve
got a new rule: No business-talk after hours.”When cases are open, a homicide detective’s hours
never end. Rick Silverman works the E.R. at Cedars for long stretches. The two of them talk
about boundaries all the time but their plans die young.I said, “So you have no idea if she was
still working with Rick?”“Same answer. Confessing some ‘terrible thing’ that she did, huh? Makes
no sense, Alex. Why would the kid want to dredge stuff up about her mother?”Because the kid
gets hold of something and doesn’t let go. “Good question.”“When did you treat her?”“First time
was twelve years ago, she was seven.”“Twelve on the nose, not approximately,” he said.“Some
cases you remember.”“Tough case?”“She did fine.”“Super-shrink scores again.”“Lucky,” I said.He
stared at me. Ate more steak. Put his fork down. “This ain’t prime, at most it’s choice.”We left the
restaurant and he returned downtown for a paper-clearing meeting at the D.A.’s office. I took
Sixth Street to its western terminus at San Vicente, where a red light gave me time to phone the
Cedars-Sinai emergency room. I asked for Dr. Richard Silverman and was still on hold when the
light turned green. Hanging up, I continued north to La Cienega, then west on Gracie Allen into
the sprawl of the hospital grounds.Patty Bigelow, dead at fifty-four. She’d always seemed so
sturdy.Parking in a visitors lot, I walked toward the E.R. entrance, trying to recall the last time I’d
spoken to Rick professionally since he’d sent Patty and Tanya my way.Never.My best friend was
a gay homicide detective but that didn’t translate to frequent contact with the man he lived with.
In the course of a year, I might chat with Rick half a dozen times when he picked up the phone at
their house, the tone always light, neither of us wanting to prolong. Toss in a few dinners at
celebratory times—Robin and I laughing and toasting with the two of them—and that was
it.When I reached the sliding glass doors, I put on my best doctor swagger. I’d dressed for court
in a blue pin-striped suit, white shirt, yellow tie, shiny shoes. The receptionist barely looked



up.The E.R. was quiet, a few elderly patients languishing on gurneys, no electricity or tragedy in
the air. As I approached the triage bay, I spotted Rick walking toward me, flanked by a couple of
residents. All three of them wore blood-speckled scrubs, and Rick had on a long white coat. The
residents wore badges. Rick didn’t; everyone knows who he is.When he saw me, he said
something to the others that made them depart.Detouring to a sink, he scrubbed with Betadine,
dried off, extended a hand. “Alex.”I’m always careful not to exert too much pressure on fingers
that suture blood vessels. Rick’s grip was the usual combination of firm and tentative.His long,
lean face was capped by tight gray curls. His military mustache held on to some brown but the
tips had faded. Smart enough to know better, he still frequents tanning salons. Today’s bronze
veneer looked fresh—maybe a noontime bake instead of lunch.Milo stands between six two and
three, depending on how his mood affects his posture. His weight fluctuates between two forty
and way too high. Rick’s six feet even but sometimes he appears just as tall as “the Big Guy”
because his back’s straight and he never tops one seventy.Today, I noticed a stoop I’d never
seen before.He said, “What brings you here?”“I dropped in to see you.”“Me? What’s up?”“Patty
Bigelow.”“Patty,” he said, eyeing the exit sign. “I could use some coffee.”We poured from the
doctors’ urn and walked to an empty examining room that smelled of alcohol and methane. Rick
sat in the doctor’s chair and I perched on the table.He noticed that the paper roll on the table
needed changing, said, “Scoot up for a sec,” and ripped it free. Wadding and tossing, he washed
his hands again. “So Tanya did call you. The last time I saw her was a few days after Patty died.
She needed some help getting hold of Patty’s effects, was running into hospital bureaucracy, but
even after I helped with that I got the feeling she wanted to talk about something. I asked her if
there was anything else, she said no. Then about a week after that, she phoned, asked if you
were still in practice or were you doing police work exclusively. I said from what I understood, you
were always available to former patients. She thanked me but once again, I got the feeling she
was holding back. I didn’t say anything to you in case she didn’t follow through. I’m glad she did.
Poor kid.”I said, “What kind of cancer got Patty?”“Pancreatic. By the time she was diagnosed, it
had eaten her liver. A couple of weeks before, I noticed her looking worn down, but Patty on two
cylinders was better than most people on full-burn.”He blinked. “When I saw she was jaundiced,
I insisted she get it checked out. Three weeks later she was gone.”“Oh, man.”“Nazi war criminals
make it to ninety, she dies.” He massaged one hand with the other. “I always thought of Patty as
one of those intrepid settler women who could hunt bison or whatever, skin, butcher, cook, turn
the leftovers into useful objects.”He pulled at one eyelid. “All those years working with her and I
couldn’t do a damn thing to change the outcome. I got her the best oncologist I know and made
sure Joe Michelle—our chief of anesthesiology—managed her pain personally.”“Did you spend
much time with her at the end?”“Not as much as I should’ve,” he said. “I’d show up, we’d make a
little small talk, she’d kick me out. I’d argue to make sure she meant it. She meant it.”He plucked
at his mustache. “All those years she was my main RN, but apart from occasional coffee in the
cafeteria, we never socialized, Alex. When I took over, I was an all-work, no-play jerk. My staff
managed to show me the error of my ways and I got more socially oriented. Holiday parties,



keeping a list of people’s birthdays, making sure there were cakes and flowers, all that morale-
boosting stuff.” He smiled. “One year, at the Christmas party, Big Guy agreed to be Santa.”“That’s
an image.”“Ho, ho, ho, grumble, grumble. Thank God there were no kids to sit in his lap. What I
was getting at, Alex, is that Patty wasn’t at that party or any other. Always straight home when
she finished charting. When I tried to convince her otherwise it was ‘I love you, Richard, but I am
needed at home.’”“Single-parent responsibilities?”“Guess so. Tanya was the one person Patty
tolerated in her hospital room. Kid seems sweet. Premed, she told me she’s thinking psychiatry
or neurology. Maybe you made a good impression.”He got up, stretched his arms over his head.
Sat back down.“Alex, the poor kid’s not even twenty years old and she’s alone.” He reached for
his coffee, stared into the cup, didn’t drink. “Any particular reason you took the time to come over
here?”“I was wondering if there was anything about Patty I should know.”“She got sick, she died,
it stinks,” he said. “Why am I thinking that’s not what you’re after?”I considered how much to tell
him. Technically, he could be thought of as the referring physician. Or not.I said, “Tanya’s wanting
to see me has nothing to do with grief. She wants to talk about a ‘terrible thing’ Patty confessed
on her deathbed.”His head shot forward. “What?”“That’s as much as she’d say over the phone.
Make any sense to you?”“Sounds ridiculous to me. Patty was the most moral person I’ve met.
Tanya’s stressed out. People say all kinds of things when they’re under pressure.”“That could be
it.”He thought for a while. “Maybe this ‘terrible thing’ was Patty’s guilt about leaving Tanya. Or she
was just talking nonsense because of how sick she was.”“Did the disease affect her
cognition?”“Wouldn’t surprise me, but it’s not my field. Talk to her oncologist. Tziporah Ganz.” His
beeper sounded and he read the text message. “Beverly Hills EMTs, infarc arriving
momentarily…gotta go try to save someone, Alex.”He walked me through the glass doors, and I
thanked him for his time.“For what it was worth. I’m sure all this melodrama will fizzle to nothing.”
He rolled his shoulders. “Thought you and Big Guy were stuck in court for the rest of the
century.”“The case closed this morning. Surprise guilty plea.”His beeper went off again. “Maybe
that’s Himself giving me the good news…nope, more data from the ambulance…eighty-six-year-
old male with subterranean pulse…at least we’re talking a full life span.”He stashed the beeper.
“Not that anyone makes those value judgments, of course.”“Of course.”We shook hands
again.He said, “The primary ‘terrible thing’ is Patty’s gone. I’m certain it’ll all boil down to Tanya
being stressed out. You’ll help her come to grips with that.”As I turned to leave, he said, “Patty
was a great nurse. She should have attended some of those parties.”CHAPTER3My house sits
high above Beverly Glen, paper-white and sharp-edged, a pale wound in the green. Sometimes
as I approach, it seems a foreign place, fashioned for someone with cold sensibilities. Inside, it’s
high walls, big windows, hard floors, soft furniture to gentle the edges. An assertive silence I can
live with because Robin’s back.This week she was away, at a luthiers’ convention up in
Healdsburg, showing two guitars and a mandolin. But for the trial, I might’ve gone with her.We’re
back together after two breakups, seem to be getting it right. When I start wondering about the
future, I stop myself. If you want to get fancy, that’s cognitive behavior therapy.Along with her
clothes and her books and her drawing pencils, she brought a ten-week-old, fawn-colored



French bulldog pup and offered me naming honors. The dog flourished in the company of
strangers so I christened her Blanche.She’s six months old now, a wrinkly, soft-bellied, flat-faced
ball of serenity who spends most of her day sleeping. Her predecessor, a feisty brindle stud
named Spike, had died peacefully at a mature age. I’d rescued him but he’d chosen Robin as his
love object. So far, Blanche didn’t discriminate.The first time Milo saw her, he said, “This one you
could think of as almost kinda pretty.”Blanche made a little purring sound, rubbed her knobby
head against his shin, and turned up her lips.“Is it smiling at me or is it gas?”“Smiling,” I said.
“She does that.”He got down and took a closer look. Blanche licked his hand, moved in for the
cuddle. “This is the same species as Spike?”I said, “Think of you and Robin.”No welcoming bark
as I passed through the kitchen and entered the laundry room. Blanche dozed in her crate, door
open. My whispered “Good afternoon” caused her to open one huge brown eye. The natural stub
that serves as a tail for Frenchies began bobbing frenetically but the rest of her remained
inert.“Hey, Sleeping Beauty.”She lifted the other eyelid, yawned, considered her options. Finally
padded out and shook herself awake. I picked her up and carried her into the kitchen. The liver
snap I offered would’ve sent Spike into a feeding frenzy. Blanche allowed me to hold it as she
nibbled daintily. I toted her into the bedroom and placed her on a chair. She sighed and went
back to sleep.“That’s because I’m such a fascinating guy.”I searched the storage closet for Tanya
Bigelow’s chart, found it at the bottom of a drawer, and skimmed. Initial treatment at age seven,
one follow-up three years later.Nothing relevant in my notes. No surprise.At five twenty the bell
rang.A clear-skinned young blonde in a white oxford shirt and pressed jeans stood on the front
landing. “You look exactly the same, Dr. Delaware.”Undersized child had morphed to petite
young woman. I searched for memory jags, came up with a few: the same triangular face, square
chin, pale green eyes. The tremulous lips.I wondered if I’d have picked her out on the street.I
said, “You’ve changed a bit,” and motioned her in.“I sure hope so,” she said. “Last time I was a
baby.”Anthropologists say blond is attractive because so few towheads stay that way, it
represents youth. Tanya’s yellow curls had relaxed to honey waves. She wore it long, gathered in
a high knot held in place by black chopsticks.No resemblance to Patty at all.Why should there
be?We headed up the hallway. As we neared the office, Blanche stepped out. Shook herself,
yawned, padded forward. I scooped her up.“Now, this is different,” said Tanya. “The only
livestock you had last time were those gorgeous fish.”“They’re still here.”She reached out to pet
the dog, changed her mind.“Her name is Blanche. She’s well beyond friendly and into
gregarious.”Tanya extended a cautious finger. “Hi, cutie.” A puppy shiver jelloed Blanche’s rotund
little body. A moist black nose sniffed in Tanya’s direction. Meaty lips curled upward.“Am I
anthropomorphizing, Dr. Delaware, or is she smiling?”“You’re not, she is.”“So cute.”“I’ll put her
back in her crate and we can get started.”“A crate? Is that necessary?”“It makes her feel more
secure.”She looked doubtful.I said, “Think of a baby in a crib as opposed to rolling around in
open space.”“I guess,” she said, “but don’t banish her on my account. I love dogs.” She rubbed
the top of Blanche’s head.“Want to hold her?”“I…if she’s okay with it.”Blanche went along with
the transfer with nary a twitch. Someone should study her brain chemistry and package it.“She’s



so warm—hey, cutie. Is she a pug?”“French bulldog. If she gets too heavy—”“Don’t worry, I’m
stronger than I look.”We settled in facing chairs.“Comfy leather,” she said, stroking an arm.
“That’s the same…” Looking down at Blanche. “Am I holding her correctly?”“Perfect.”She looked
around the room. “Nothing in here has changed but the rest of the house is totally different. It
used to be smaller. With wood sides, right? At first I didn’t think I had the right address.”“We
rebuilt a few years ago.” A psychopath had made the decision for us, torching everything we
owned.Tanya said, “It came out extremely stylish.”“Thank you.”“So,” she said. “Here I am.”“Good
to see you, Tanya.”“Same here.” She looked around. “You probably think I should talk about
Mommy’s death.”“If you want to.”“I really don’t, Dr. Delaware. I’m not in denial, it’s been a
nightmare, I never thought I’d experience anything this horrifying. But I’m handling my grief as
well as can be expected—does that sound like denial?”“You’re the best judge of that,
Tanya.”“Well,” she said, “I really feel I am. I don’t bottle up my feelings. On the contrary, I cry. Oh,
boy, I cry plenty. I still wake up every morning expecting to see her, but…”Her eyes misted.“It
hasn’t been long,” I said.“Sometimes it seems like yesterday. Sometimes, it’s as if she’s been
gone forever…I suspected she was sick before she did.”“She wasn’t feeling well?”“She just
wasn’t herself for a couple of weeks.”Same thing Rick had said.“Not that it stopped her from
double-shifting or cooking or keeping up the house, but her appetite dropped and she started
losing weight. When I pointed it out, she said don’t complain, maybe she’d finally be skinny. But
that was the point. Mommy could never lose weight, no matter how hard she tried. I’m premed,
knew enough bio to wonder about diabetes. One night, when she’d barely touched her dinner, I
pointed out what was happening. She said it was just menopause, no big deal. But she’d started
going into menopause two years ago and women typically gain, they don’t lose. I pointed that
out but she brushed me off. Finally, a week later, she was forced to check it out.”“Forced by
what?”“Dr. Silverman noticed the yellow in her eyes and insisted. But even with that, before she
agreed to see a doc, she had blood drawn in the E.R. When the results came back, Dr.
Silverman ordered an emergency CAT scan. The tumor was sitting right in the middle of the
pancreas and there were metastases in her liver and her stomach and her intestines. She went
downhill fast. Sometimes I wonder if the shock of knowing took all the fight out of her. Or maybe
it was just the natural course of the disease.”She sat straight-backed, dry-eyed. Petted Blanche
slowly. Someone who didn’t know her might judge her detached.I said, “How long was she
ill?”“From the day of diagnosis, twenty-five days. Most of that was spent in the hospital; she
became too weak to live at home. In the beginning, she did her best to be ornery—complaining
her tray wasn’t taken away promptly, griping that float nurses weren’t like regular nurses, there
was no continuity of care. Every shift, she insisted on reading her chart, double-checked that her
vitals had been recorded accurately. I guess it made her feel in control. Mommy was always big
on control. Did she ever tell you about her childhood?”“A bit.”“Enough for you to know what
happened to her in New Mexico?”I nodded.Small hands clenched. “It’s a miracle she turned out
so wonderful.”“She was a terrific person,” I said.“She was an incredible person.” She studied an
etching on the left wall. “That first week in the hospital, she was an absolute despot. Then she



got too sick to fight, mostly slept and read fan rags—that’s what she called celebrity magazines.
That’s when I knew it was really bad.”She turned her lips inward. “Us, People, Star, OK! Stuff
she’d always made fun of when I brought it home for weekend reading. I’m no star-chaser but I
do work-study at the U. library fifteen hours a week and between that and premed, why not enjoy
a little guilty pleasure? Mommy loved to kid me. Her fun reading consisted of investment books,
the financial pages, and nursing journals. At heart she was an intellectual. People tended to
underestimate her.”“Serious error in judgment,” I said.She petted Blanche. “True, but the country-
girl image could also work against her. She told me before she met Dr. Silverman she never got
what she deserved from her bosses. He appreciated her, made sure she received her
promotions…anyway, I think you can see that I’m working through the grief. I don’t repress. Just
the opposite, I force myself to remember everything I can. Like when you have a splinter and dig
deep.”I nodded.“Sometimes,” she said, “I freak out, cry it out, get too tired to feel anything. Nights
are the worst. I have nonstop dreams. That’s normal, right?”“Dreams in which she appears?”“It’s
more than that. She’s there. Talks to me. I see her lips move, hear sound but can’t make out the
words, it’s frustrating…sometimes I can smell her—the way she always smelled at night,
toothpaste and talcum powder, it’s so vivid. Then I wake up and she’s not there and there’s a
huge feeling of deflation. But I know that’s typical. I read several books on grief.”She recited half
a dozen titles. I knew four. Two were good.“I found them on the Web, chose the ones with the
best feedback.” Wincing. “I’ll just have to go through this. What I do need help with—and please
forgive me but I’m not even sure you’re the right person to talk to about it…” Her cheeks colored.
“I thought of talking to Dr. Silverman…I turned to you because Mommy respected you. So do I, of
course. You helped me…” She compressed her lips again. Plinked one thumbnail with the
other.Smiling at me. “You’re not allowed to be angry, right?”“What would I be angry about?”“If I
wasn’t totally up front—okay, let me just get it out. The real reason I’m here is that you work with
that detective—Dr. Silverman’s significant other. I would’ve gone straight to Dr. Silverman but I
really don’t know him that well and you were my therapist so I can tell you anything.” Deep
breath. “Right?”“You want me to put you in contact with Detective Sturgis.”“If you think he can
help.”“With…?”“Investigating,” she said. “Finding out exactly what happened.”“The ‘terrible thing’
your mother confessed.”“It wasn’t a confession, more like…there was drive there, Dr. Delaware.
Drive and determination. Exactly the way Mommy got when a problem needed to be solved.
You’re thinking I’m being ridiculous, she was sick, her brain was impaired. But as sick as she
was, she clearly wanted me to focus.”“On the terrible thing.”She blinked. “My eyes itch. May I
have a tissue, please?”Swiping her lids, she exhaled.Blanche’s flews billowed.Tanya looked
down at her. “Did she just imitate me?”“Think of it as empathy.”“Whoa. She’s the perfect
psychologist’s dog.” Sudden smile. “When does she get her own Ph.D.?”“You talk to her,” I said.
“She wants to be an attorney.”When she stopped laughing, she said, “What was that? Comic
relief?”“Think of it as a pause for air.”“Yes…so may I tell you exactly what happened?”That’s what
they pay me for.I said, “I’m listening.”CHAPTER4The second week was all about pain,” she said.
“That was everyone’s focus except Mommy’s.”“Hers was…”“Getting stuff done. What she called



putting her ducks in a row. At first, it upset me. I wanted to take care of her, tell her how much I
loved her, but when I started to do that she’d cut me off. ‘Let’s talk about your future.’ Saying it
slowly, gasping, struggling, and I’m thinking it’s a future without her.”“Maybe that distracted her
from the pain.”The muscles around her eyes shivered. “Dr. Michelle—the anesthesiologist—had
her hooked up to a morphine drip. The idea was to give her a constant flow, so she’d experience
as little discomfort as possible. Most of the time she turned it off. I overheard Dr. Michelle tell a
nurse she had to be suffering but there was nothing he could do. Do you remember how totally
obstinate she could be?”“She had definite opinions.”“Ducks in a row,” she said. “She lectured
and I had to take notes, there were so many details. It was like being in school.”“What kind of
details?”“Financial. Financial security was a big thing for her. She told me about a trust fund
she’d set up for my education when I was four. She thought I had no idea but I used to hear her
talking to her broker over the phone. I pretended to be amazed. There were two life insurance
policies with me as the sole beneficiary. She was proud of paying off the house, having no debts,
between my job and the investments I’d be able to pay the property taxes and all the routine bills.
She ordered me to sell my car—actually quoted me the blue-book value—and to keep hers
because it was newer, would require less maintenance. She spelled out exactly how much I
could spend per month, told me to get by with less if I could help it but always to dress well,
appearances counted. Then there were all the phone numbers: broker, lawyer, accountant,
plumber, electrician. She’d already contacted everyone, they were expecting to hear from me. I
had to be in charge of my own life, now, and she expected I’d be mature enough to handle it.
When she got to the part about selling her clothes at a garage sale or on eBay, I started crying
and begged her to stop.”“Did she?” I said.“Tears always worked with Mommy. When I was little I
took advantage of that.”“All that planning for your future had to be overwhelming.”“She’s going on
about property tax and I’m like, ‘Soon, she’s not going to exist.’ It empowered her, Dr. Delaware,
but it was tough. I had to recite back what I’d learned, like a pop quiz.”“Knowing you understood
was a comfort for her.”“I hope so. I only wish we could’ve spent more time…that’s selfish, the key
is to focus on the person who’s suffering, right?”That sounded like a quote from a book.“Of
course.”She hugged herself with one hand, kept the other on Blanche. Blanche licked her hand.
Tanya started crying.Pulling her hair loose, she freed a blond mane that she shook violently
before reknotting and jamming in the chopsticks.“Okay,” she said. “I’ll get to the point. It was
Friday night. I got to the hospital later than usual, because I had organic chem lab and a lot of
studying. Mommy looked so weak, I couldn’t believe the change since the morning. Her eyes
were shut, her skin was greenish gray, her hands were like packages of twigs. The fan rags were
piled up all around her, it looked like she was being swallowed by paper. I started straightening.
She opened her eyes and whispered something I couldn’t hear so I put my ear close to her
mouth.”Twisting a chopstick. “At first I couldn’t even feel her breath and I pulled away, panicked.
But she was looking straight up at me, the light was still on inside. Do you remember her eyes?
How sharp and dark they were? They were like that then, Dr. Delaware—focused, staring up at
me, she was moving her lips but they were so dry she couldn’t get the sound out. I wet a towel



and she made a little kissy pucker and I bent and she touched her lips to my cheek. Then
somehow she managed to push up with her head to get closer so I leaned down farther. She got
one hand behind my neck and pressed. I could feel her I.V. tubing tickling the back of my ear.”
She looked away. “I need to walk around.”Placing Blanche on the floor, she stood. Blanche
trotted over and settled in my lap.Tanya crossed the room twice, then returned to her chair but
remained on her feet. A hank of hair fell loose, blocking one eye. Her chest heaved.“Her breath
was like ice. She started talking again—gasping the words. What she said was, ‘Did bad.’ Then
she repeated it. I said you could never do anything bad. She hissed so loud it hurt my ear, said,
‘Terrible thing, baby,’ and I could feel her face tremble.”Stretching the corners of her eyes, she let
go, took a deep breath. “This is the part I didn’t tell you over the phone. She said, ‘Killed him.
Close by. Know it. Know.’ I’m still trying to figure it out. There were no men in her personal life, so
it couldn’t mean close as in a relationship. The only other thing I can think of is she was being
literal. Someone who lived near us. I’ve been racking my brains to see if I can remember some
neighbor dying in a weird way, and I can’t. Just before I came to see you, we were living in
Hollywood and I remember hearing sirens all the time and once in a while some drunk would
knock on the door, but that’s it. Not that I’d ever believe she could ever hurt someone
deliberately.”She sat down.I said, “You don’t know what to believe.”“You think this is totally crazy. I
did, too. I resisted dealing with it. But I can’t let go of it. Not because of my tendencies. Because
Mommy wanted me to learn the truth. That’s what she meant by ‘Know it.’ It was important to her
that I understand because the whole last week she was ordering my future and this was part of
it.”I kept silent.“Maybe it is crazy. But the least I can do is check it out. That’s why I thought
maybe Detective Sturgis could run a computer search on the places we lived to see if something
happened nearby and we’d learn nothing and that would be it.”Child of the cyber-age. I said,
“LAPD’s computer system is pretty primitive, but I’ll ask. Before we get into that, you might
consider—”“If I’m prepared to learn something horrible. The answer is no, not really, but I don’t
believe Mommy actually killed someone. That would be totally insane. What I’m thinking is at the
worst she was involved in some kind of accident that she blamed herself for and she wanted to
make sure it didn’t come back on me. Like a legal claim. She wanted to make sure I was
prepared.”She sat forward, played with her hair, used a long thick swatch to cover her eyes, let it
drop.I said, “After she told you all this, what did you say?”“Nothing, because she fell asleep. It
was like she’d unburdened herself and now she could rest. For the first time since she’d been
hospitalized, she looked peaceful. I sat there for a while. Her nurse came in, checked her vitals,
turned on the morphine drip, said she’d be out for at least six hours, I could leave and come
back. I stuck around a little longer, finally went home because I had a test to study for.”One hand
clawed a chair arm. “The call came at three a.m. Mommy had passed in her sleep.”“I’m so sorry,
Tanya.”“They said she didn’t suffer. I’d like to think that she went peacefully because she was
able to express herself that last time. I need to honor her memory by following through. Since
she died, I’ve been replaying it every day. ‘Terrible thing.’ ‘Killed him, close by.’ Sometimes it feels
ridiculous, like one of those corny scenes you see in old movies: ‘the killer was—’ and then the



person drops back and closes their eyes? But I know Mommy wouldn’t have wasted the time
and energy she had left if it wasn’t important. Will you talk to Detective Sturgis?”“Of
course.”“Maybe if you tell him what Mommy was like, he won’t think I’m totally whack. I’m so glad
I came back to you. You understand why she was more than the best mother. I didn’t come out of
her womb and when Lydia ditched me, it would have been easy to send me off somewhere and
go on living her life. Instead, she gave me a life.”“You brought meaning to her life, as well.”“I
hope.”“Her pride in you was obvious, Tanya.”“It wasn’t equal, Dr. Delaware. Without her I’d be
nothing.” She glanced at her watch.“We’ve got time left,” I said.“That’s really all I have to talk
about.” She stood again. Out of her purse came a white business-sized envelope that she’d
brought to me. P. L. Bigelow embossed on the back flap, an address on Canfield Avenue. Inside
was a sheet folded in perfect thirds. Typed list, centered.Four other addresses, each
accompanied by Tanya’s handwritten notation.Cherokee Avenue, Hollywood. We lived here four
years, from when I was three until I was seven.Hudson Avenue, Hancock Park. Two years, seven
until around nine or so.Fourth Street, the Wilshire district. One year, nine to ten.Culver
Boulevard, Culver City. Two years, ten until twelve, then we bought the duplex.Constructing the
timeline using her age. Playing adult but clinging to the self-centered world view of an
adolescent.I said, “Maybe whatever happened was relatively recent.”Pretending to be a
believer.“At Canfield? No, it’s been peaceful there. And I was older when we moved, would know
if something happened in the neighborhood. By the way, I relinquish all confidentiality so feel
free to tell Detective Sturgis anything you want. Here, I’ve put it in writing.”Out of the purse came
another razor-creased paper. Handwritten release note, composed in the stilted wording of
amateur legalese. Then a check, made out to the discounted fee I’d billed her mother ten years
ago. Twenty percent of what I got nowadays.“Is that okay?”“Absolutely.”She headed for the door.
“Thank you, Dr. Delaware.”“Did your mother ever talk about any malpractice cases at the
hospital?”“No. Why?”“The E.R.’s a high-risk unit. What if a patient she was involved with died and
she felt responsible?”“No way she’d ever mess someone up fatally, Dr. Delaware. She knew
more than some of the doctors.”“Lawsuits don’t always depend upon truth,” I said. “In a hospital
situation, lawyers sometimes go after anyone who blinked at the patient.”She leaned against the
door. “Malpractice. Oh, my God, why didn’t I think of that? There could be some huge lawsuit
pending and she was worried someone would go after my trust fund. Or the duplex. She wanted
to tell me more but ran out of steam—you’re brilliant, Dr. Delaware!”“It’s just a suggestion—”“But
a great one. Scientific parsimony, right? Go for the simplest explanation. I can’t believe I didn’t
think of it.”“You’ve had a lot on your mind. I’ll call Dr. Silverman right now.”I reached the E.R. Rick
was in surgery. “He’ll call back. If there’s something to tell you, I promise to let you know right
away.”“Thank you so much, Dr. Delaware—no offense but can we be sure Dr. Silverman will be
up front? Maybe his lawyers have told him not to discuss—okay, sorry, that’s stupid, I’m being
paranoid.”“Still want me to talk to Detective Sturgis?”“Only if Dr. Silverman says there was no
malpractice issue for Mommy, but something tells me you’ve figured it out. She always said you
were brilliant.”Ten years ago my treatment of her had been anything but. I smiled and walked her



out.When we reached her van, I said, “Once we resolve this, would you consider a couple more
sessions?”“To accomplish what?”“I’d like to know more about your living circumstances and who
you have for support.”“My living circumstances haven’t changed. The duplex is all paid off, and
the downstairs tenants are a really nice young family, the Friedmans. Their rent covers expenses
plus extras. They’re in Israel for Dr. Friedman’s sabbatical but they advanced me a year’s worth
and are planning to come back. Mommy’s insurance and investments will take care of me until I
finish at the U. If I end up at a private med school, I may have to take out some loans. But
physicians do fine, I’ll pay them off. My friends at school give me support, there’s a group of us,
all premed, they’re very cool and understanding.”“Sounds good,” I said, “but I’d still feel better if
you were open to coming back.”“I will be, I promise, Dr. Delaware. Just as soon as my exams are
over.” She smiled. “Don’t worry, I’m not having any of my old problems. I appreciate your caring.
Mommy always said for you it was more than a job. She told me I should observe you, learn what
caring for patients meant.”“How old were you when she told you that?”“That was…right before
the second time I saw you, we’d just moved to Culver, so…ten.”“At ten, you knew you wanted to
be a physician?”“I’ve always wanted to be a physician.”As we descended the stairs, she said,
“Do you believe in the Hereafter?”“It’s a comforting concept.”“Meaning you don’t?”“Depends on
what day you catch me.” Images of my parents flashed in my head. Dad, red-nosed, in boozer’s
heaven. Were there celestial procedures in place for unpredictable behavior?Maybe Mom could
finally be happy, nestled in some heavenly duplicate bridge club.“Well,” she said, “that’s honest. I
guess it’s the same for me. Mostly I think in terms of scientific logic, show me the data. But lately
I find myself believing in the spirit world, because I sense her with me. It’s not constant, just
sometimes, when I’m alone. I’ll be doing something and feel her. It could be just my emotional
need but the day it stops may be when I show up for some real therapy.”CHAPTER5Rick said,
“No, nothing like that, current or past. In fact, we’re having a nice quiet spell, shyster-wise. And
when the vultures swoop, they avoid the nurses. No financial incentive.”“Did Patty
moonlight?”“Not since she’s worked for me. When she wanted extra money, she double-
shifted.”“Where did she work before she came to Cedars?”“Kaiser Sunset, but only for a year.
Scratch the malpractice angle, Alex.”“Okay, thanks.”“How’s Tanya doing?”“As well as can be
expected.”“Good. Gotta run. Thanks for seeing her.”Straight to the point. Surgical. Just like his
original referral.“I know you’re not doing much therapy, Alex, but this sounds more like a
consultation.”“Who’s the consultee?”“Best nurse I ever worked with, a woman named Patty
Bigelow. A few years ago her sister dumped a kid on her, then left for parts unknown. Sister died
in a motorcycle accident and Patty adopted the girl, who’s now seven. She’s got some parenting
questions. Can you see her?”“Sure.”“I appreciate it…”“Anything else I should know?”“About
what?” he said.“Patty, the girl.”“I’ve only seen the girl in passing. Cute little thing. Patty’s super-
organized. Maybe a little too much for a kid.”“A perfectionist.”“You could say that. She fits in great
in my E.R. It was hard for her to admit having a problem. I don’t know why she chose me to
tell.”“She trusts you.”“Could be that…I’ll give her your number, gotta run.”An hour later, Patty
Bigelow had called. “Hi, Doctor. I won’t gab on the phone because you sell your time and I’m no



mooch. When’s your next opening?”“I could see you today at six.”“Nope,” she said, “on shift until
seven and Tanya’s out of day care at eight, so I’m in for the evening. Tomorrow I’m off.”“How
about ten a.m.?”“Great, thanks. Should I bring Tanya?”“No, let’s talk first.”“I was hoping you’d say
that. What’s your fee?”I told her, said I’d be cutting it in half.“That’s seriously below average,” she
said. “Dr. Silverman assures me you’re not.”We debated for a while. I prevailed.Patty said, “I don’t
usually give in, Dr. Delaware. You might be just the right person for Tanya.”The next morning, at
nine forty-two, I was out on the landing when a blue minivan pulled up in front of the house. The
engine switched off but the vehicle stayed in place.A woman with short brown hair sat behind
the wheel, balancing a checkbook. As I approached she put it away.“Ms. Bigelow?”A hand shot
out the window. Compact, nails cut square. “Patty. I’m early, didn’t want to bother you.”“No bother,
c’mon in.”She got out of the car, holding a black briefcase. “Tanya’s medical records. Do you
have a Xerox machine?”“I do, but let’s talk first.”“Whatever you say.” She climbed the stairs just
ahead of me. I put her at forty or so. Short and dark-eyed and round-faced, wearing a navy
turtleneck over easy-fit jeans and spotless white tennies. The clothes made no attempt to
streamline a broad, blocky body. Brown hair streaked with gray was cut in an anti-style as
frivolous as a lug wrench. No makeup but good skin, ruddy with a faint underglow and no age
lines. She smelled of shampoo.When we reached the stairs to the front landing, she said, “Real
pretty out here.”“It is.”No more conversation as we headed to the office. Midway there, she
paused to straighten a picture with a fingertip. Hanging back a half step, as if to avoid notice. I
noticed anyway and she grinned. “Sorry.”“Hey,” I said, “I’ll take all the help I can get.”“Be careful
what you ask for, Doctor.”She scanned my diplomas and perched on the edge of a chair. “I see
another couple more crooked ones.”“Earthquake country,” I said. “The ground’s always
shifting.”“You’ve got that right, we’re living in a jelly jar. Ever try museum wax? Little dab on the
bottom center of the frame and if you need to get it off the wall you can peel it without leaving a
mark.”“Thanks for the tip.”Positioning the briefcase so that its front end was flush with a chair leg,
she said, “May I?” and got up before I could answer. When the prints were straight, she returned
to her chair and folded her hands in her lap. A peachy blush coined the upper rims of her cheeks.
High cheekbones, the only bits of definition in the wide, smooth face. “Sorry, again, but it really
drives me nuts. Should I talk about Tanya or me?”“How about both?”“Any preference as to
order?”“Tell it the way you want,” I said.“Okay. In a really small nutshell here’s my story, so you’ll
understand Tanya. My sister and I grew up on a ranch outside of Galisteo, New Mexico. Both our
folks were drunks. My mother was the ranch cook, good in the kitchen but she didn’t give a hoot
about mothering. My father was the foreman and when he got plastered, he came into our
bedroom and did ugly stuff to me and my sister—I don’t need to go into details, do I?”“Not
unless you want to.”“I don’t want to. It affected my sister and me differently. She turned wild and
chased men and drank and took every drug she could get her hands on. She’s gone, now,
motorcycle crash.” Short, deep breath. “I became a Goody Two-shoes. The two of us weren’t
very close. As it turned out, I have no interest in men. None. Or women, in case you’re
curious.”“I’m always curious, but that hadn’t occurred to me.”“No?” she said. “Some folks think I’m



pretty butch.”I said nothing.“Also, seeing as how Richard—Dr. Silverman—was the one who
referred me and how people jump to conclusions, I could understand you thinking I was gay.”“I
work hard at not jumping to conclusions.”“It wouldn’t bother me if I was gay, but I’m not. I have no
interest in anybody’s anything below the waist. If you need a label, how about asexual? That
make me crazy in your book?”“Nope.”Another partial smile. “You’re probably just saying that
because you want to develop whatchamacallit rapport.”I said, “You’re not interested in sex. That’s
your prerogative. So far I’ve heard nothing crazy.”“Society thinks it’s weird.”“Then we won’t let
Society into the office.”She smiled. “Moving on: My sister—Lydia, she went by Liddie—couldn’t
keep her pants on. Maybe God played tricks, huh? Two girls dividing up one sex drive?”“Hers on
Monday, yours on Tuesday but she got greedy?”She laughed. “Sense of humor’s important in
your business.”“Your business, too.”“You know much about my job?”“Dr. Silverman told me you’re
the best nurse he’s ever worked with.”“The man exaggerates,” she said, but her eyes sparkled.
“Okay, maybe just a slight exaggeration, ’cause off the bat I can’t think of anyone better. Last
night we had a guy, a gardener, mangled both hands in a lawn mower. Too much empathy and
you find yourself depressed all the time…speaking of bad stuff, plenty happened to my sister,
but nothing she didn’t earn. She died on back of a Harley on the way to a big bike meet in South
Dakota. No helmet, same for the genius driving. He took a turn wrong, they went flying off the
road.”“Sorry to hear about that.”She squinted. “I cried some but—and this is going to sound cold
—the way Liddie lived it was a miracle it didn’t happen sooner. Anyway, the gist of all this is to
explain how I came to have Tanya. She’s Liddie’s biologically but one day when she was three,
Liddie decided she didn’t want her anymore and dumped her on my doorstep. Literally, middle of
the night, I hear the doorbell, go out, find Tanya clutching a stuffed toy, some killer whale
souvenir she got in Alaska. Liddie’s parked in a hotwheels at the curb and when I go to talk to
her, the car peels out. That was four years ago and I never heard from her again, didn’t even get
the death notice until a year after the accident because Liddie was carrying fake I.D., it took the
highway cops awhile to figure out who she was.”“How did Tanya react?”“She cried for a few days,
then she stopped. She’d ask about Liddie from time to time but nothing chronic. My answer was
always Mommy loved her, had left her with me ’cause I could take better care of her. I bought a
book on explaining death to kids, used the parts that made sense and discarded the parts that
didn’t. Overall, Tanya seemed to accept it pretty well. Asked the right questions. Then she went
about her business. I kept telling her Mommy loved her, would always love her. After maybe the
gazillionth time I said it, Tanya looks up at me and says, ‘You’re my mommy. You love me.’ Next
day I started the adoption process.” Blinking and looking away. “This at all helpful, so
far?”“Perfect,” I said.“Maybe you’ll find out something I missed but she really seemed to deal with
it okay. She’s a smart kid, her teacher has her at a half year ahead of the class. Got a grown-up
way about her, which makes sense, given the years she spent traipsing around with Liddie. My
influence, too, maybe. I’m no kid person, don’t have a clue about ’em. So I treat her like she
understands everything.”“Sounds like that’s working.”“So how come I’m here, huh?” She looked
down at her shoes, placed them together. Moved them a foot apart. “You probably noticed I’m a



little strange in the neatness department. Need to have everything just so, nothing out of place,
no surprises. Maybe because of the things my father did to me, but who cares why, the point is
that’s how I am and I like it. Keeps life organized and when you’re busy, believe me, that’s a big
help.”“Making things predictable.”“Exactly. Like the way I hang my clothes. Everything’s grouped
by color, style, sleeve length. Blouses in one section, then jeans, then uniforms, et cetera. Why
waste time looking in the morning? A couple of times, when I was working a shift that had me
getting up when it was still dark, there were power outages. I’m talking a pitch-black house. I
could get dressed, no problem, because I knew exactly where everything was hanging.”“It works
for you.”“Sure does,” she said. “But now I’m thinking maybe I should’ve kept some of that to
myself, not revealed it to Tanya.”“She’s doing the same things?”“She’s always been neat for a
kid, which is fine by me. We clean house together, have fun doing it. But lately, it’s more than
that. She’s got these little routines, won’t go to sleep until she checks under her bed, first it was
five times, then ten, now it’s twenty-five, maybe even more. Top of that, she’s got to straighten
her drapes and kiss them, goes to the bathroom five times in a row, washes her hands until the
soap’s gone. I went in there once and she was polishing the spigots.”“How long has this been
going on?”“It started right around when she turned five.”“Two years ago.”“Give or take. But it
wasn’t a big deal until recently.”“Any recent changes?”“We moved to a new place—got a
sublease in a house in Hancock Park. No problems, there. Tanya’s fine except for the
routines.”“Do the routines always begin before bedtime?”“That’s the peak period,” she said, “but
it’s moved into other times and it’s starting to affect her schoolwork. Not in terms of neglecting
her obligations—just the opposite. She’ll tear up her work and redo it, over and over, unless I
make her stop. Lately, she started getting real picky about her school lunch. If the sandwich isn’t
cut exactly on the right bias, she wants to make another one.”Reaching down, she touched the
briefcase. “Want to see any of her records?”“Has she had any unusual illnesses or
injuries?”“Nope.”“Then I’ll read the records later. Do you have information about her
birth?”“Nothing. I had to run titers on her to make sure she’d been vaccinated. She had, I’ll grant
Liddie that.” She leaned forward. “You need to understand, Doctor, the only time I met Tanya
before Liddie dropped her off was once, when she was two. She and Liddie stayed with me a
couple of weeks before heading up to Juneau, Alaska. Like I said, I’m no kid person. But I ended
up liking her. Sweet, quiet, didn’t get underfoot. She’s still that way, I couldn’t ask for a better
daughter. It’s just these new habits are making me wonder about my approach. I did some
reading on OCD in kids and they say it could be genetic, in the brain, serotonin uptake, they’re
trying various meds as treatment.”“Nowadays, most everything is attributed to
neurotransmitters.”“You don’t recommend meds on scientific grounds? Or you don’t like them
because Ph.D.’s can’t use them?”“Meds have their place and if you’re interested in that route, I’d
be happy to refer you to a good child psychiatrist. I’ve found childhood OCD to respond well to
nondrug treatments.”“Such as?”“Cognitive behavior therapy, other anxiety-reduction techniques.
Sometimes just finding out what’s making the child tense and remedying it is enough.”“Tanya
doesn’t seem nervous, Doc. Just intensely focused.”“OCD’s rooted in anxiety. Her habits are



doing their job so the tension’s masked, but you’re describing a steadily expanding pattern.”She
thought about that. “Guess so…listen, no offense meant by that remark about Ph.D.’s.”“None
taken,” I said. “You’re an informed consumer who wants the best for her child.”“I’m a mother who
feels bad because her kid seems to be losing control. And I blame myself because I need for
everything to be predictable and everyone to be happy. And that’s about as realistic as world
peace.”“I’m a people-pleaser, too, Ms. Bigelow. If I wasn’t, I could’ve been a lawyer and billed
more per hour.”She laughed. “Now that I fixed your pictures, you do seem like a pretty organized
guy. So you think you can help Tanya just by talking?”“My approach would be to develop
whatchamacallit rapport, see if there’s anything on her mind that you’re unaware of, find out if
she’s interested in changing, and help her change.”“What if she doesn’t want to change?”“My
experience has been that kids aren’t happy being bound by all those routines. They just don’t
see a way out. Have you talked to her about any of this?”“I started to,” she said. “Last week or so,
when she got into the curtain-kissing. I guess I lost my patience and told her to stop being silly.
She gave me a look that cut me right here.” Touching her left breast. “Like I’d wounded her. I
immediately felt like a truckful of manure and had to leave the room to do some breathing. When
I gathered the gumption to go back in there and apologize, the lights were off and she was in
bed. But when I leaned down to kiss her, her body was all tight and she was gripping the covers
—with the fingernails, you know? I told myself whoa, Patty, you’re screwing the kid up, time for
professional advice. I talked to Richard—Dr. Silverman—and first thing out of his mouth is your
name. He said you’re the best. After meeting you, I’m feeling good. You don’t judge, you listen.
And those degrees ain’t too shabby, either. So when can you see Tanya?”“I’ve got an opening in
a couple of days, but if it’s urgent, I’ll make time tonight.”“Naw,” she said. “I think I can handle a
couple of days. Got any advice beyond lay off and don’t say anything stupid?”“Explain to Tanya
that you’re bringing her to a doctor who doesn’t give shots and won’t hurt her in any way. Use the
word ‘psychologist’ and tell her I help kids who are nervous or worried by talking to them,
drawings, playing games. Tell her she won’t be forced to do anything she doesn’t want to.”She
opened the briefcase, found a legal pad, scrawled notes. “I think I’ve got all that…sounds fine
except for the games. Tanya doesn’t like games, can’t even get her to use a deck of cards.”“What
does she like?”“Drawing’s okay, she’s pretty good at that. Also, she does cutouts—paper dolls,
she can handle a scissors like a pro. Maybe she’ll be a surgeon.”“Like Rick.”“That would be okay
with me. So what time in a couple of days?”We set up the appointment. She said, “Fine, thanks
much,” and paid me in cash. Smiling. “You’re sure you only want half?”I smiled back,
photocopied Tanya’s medical records, and returned the originals to her. Five minutes to go, but
she said, “We covered everything,” and got up.Then: “Just talking helps, even if it’s genetic?”I
said, “There may be a genetic component. Most tendencies are a combination of nature and
nurture. But tendencies aren’t programmed like blood types.”“People can change.”“If they didn’t,
I’d be out of business.”That evening at five, she called me through my service. “Doc, if an
appointment tonight’s still an option, I’ll take you up on it. Tanya started in on her homework, tore
it up, redid it, then she got all hysterical. Crying that she could never do anything right. Saying I



was ashamed of her, she was a bad girl, like Liddie. Nothing like that ever came out of my mouth
but maybe I somehow communicated…Right now she’s calm, but not a calm I like. Way too
quiet, generally she chatters away. I haven’t told her I made an appointment with you. If you say
tonight’s okay, I’ll explain it to her in the car.”“C’mon over,” I said.“You’re a saint.”She showed up
an hour later, with a little blond girl in hand. In her other hand was a small white jar.“Museum
wax,” she said. “Long as I was coming here. This is Tanya Bigelow, my beautiful, smart daughter.
Tanya, meet Dr. Delaware. He’s going to help you.”CHAPTER6Milo touched a corner of the
newspaper he’d slid across the booth. “Cute, huh?”Ten a.m., North Hollywood. Hot Friday in the
Valley, the Du-par’s on Ventura east of Laurel Canyon.I’d left a message for Tanya about no
malpractice issue, told her I’d be contacting Detective Sturgis. An hour later I was watching him
jab the front-page Times article with his fork.Breathless coverage of the founding of a mental
health program in Tahiti by a former film agent and a retired studio head. Diploma mill doctorate
for her, deep pockets and May–December infatuation for him. The agenda was past-life
regression, a Chinese menu of meditation games, all the therapy you could eat for two hundred
grand a pop, no refunds. The projected client base was “people in the public eye.”
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Literary Omnivore, “Well-plotted but a liitle slow at 445 pages. Did Tanya Bigelow's mother kill
someone? The dying woman tells her daughter that she did but if so, who was it? And why? That
is the mystery that draws Dr. Alex Delaware and Detective Milo Sturgis into an increasingly
complicated web. I enjoyed this mystery novel. The characters were well-drawn and the
suspects and their motives--some obvious, some deeply hidden--kept me guessing. My only
objection was that the book seemed to get a little slow and draggy at 445 pages for the
paperback version. I kept feeling that it could have been tied off sooner with more action and
less flab.”

Sharon Robideaux, “good teamwork. I have grown to really like the Kellerman novels that pull in
officers we have met, like Petra Connor. Maybe the rogue detective, fighting his bosses and
coworkers, is too much of a cliche now. It's been around since Sherlock Holmes, after all. So
seeing Milo Sturgis play well with others is a refreshing change. I also enjoyed seeing a strong
young woman step into the action, rather than cringing in the background while the guys protect
her. Good, lively read.”

Michael A. Black, “Another Excellent Entry in the Series. Jonathan Kellerman has done it again.
He's created another thrilling and poignant novel in his long-running series about crime
consulting psychologist Alex Deleware. While Alex is always an engaging narrator, much of the
series appeal is due to the supporting cast. There's the brilliant, but very human detective, Milo
Sturgis and lovely Robin, Alex's lady love to name two. But every character, even those that
make only a brief appearance, are etched with the masterstrokes of a true craftsman. Although
this one is less of a whodunit than a "whydunit," the villain is a perfect case study of what makes
a sociopathic killer. The suspense is terrific, right up to the end, in typical Kellerman fashion. The
climax will leave you breathless and concerned for one of the major players. Kellerman is such a
master storyteller and writer that he makes it look easy with each new entry in his engaging
series. He's one of the best writers out there. Don't wait . . . Buy Obession and bask in the
immense pleasure of reading the latest in this truly excellent series.”

Evon Smith, “I don't get why readers didn't like it.............. I read several reviews before finally
buying this book. I was really undecided on reading it or not. I have read all of the Alex Delaware
novels and I have loved them all. I stopped reading shortly before Obsession came out, I wasn't
reading much of anything and couldn't really afford to buy books anymore...library in a small
town had a 6 month waiting list for most new books of any authorMy point is....I loved this book. I
don't know what I was worried about, Mr Kellerman did not disappooint me. This book could
stand up to his earlier Delaware novels. I found Alex to be the same person, Milo the same, the
balance between the two is flawless. If you have read and loved the Delaware mystery books,
than for goodness sakes, buy this book, read it, make up your own mind about it.....I read it in



two days.Two thumbs up from me Mr. Kellerman”

Belbo, “Sheer entertainment. Ive read a lot of ho-hum reviews of this book but it is actully very
good and Ive read them all. Intricate interesting page tsurning Everything you want out of a
Kellerman Only gripe Too short I prefer about 450 pp to this 350 pp but a great read”

Christopher Oakley, “Obsession is a good read. Good plot kept you guessing it held my attention
and a little less violent than other books in the series”

Karen Whalen, “Another Winner!. Another winner from Kellerman. The relationship between him
and Milo is one in a million, and never becomes static or stale. These two men want to
accomplish the same things...that's their bond. They just go about it using their own special
expertise.  I've read every Kellerman book up to this one and never get tired of him.”

CaroleQ, “Obsession. ObsessionThe twenty first in Jonathan Kellerman’s series of books
featuring Los Angeles Psychologist Dr Alex Delaware. Reunited with his former partner Robyn
Castagna life appears to have taken on a calmer style as he comes to terms with her in his life
once more.Contacted by a former child patient and now a young adult he is concerned to
discover that their mother has passed away. Prior to her death the mother had told the daughter
that she had covered up a crime when the young girl was just a child. On her death bed she
advises her daughter to go and see Delaware.Along with vacationing LAPD detective Milo
Sturgis they start to investigate. There initial investigation options are limited so they decide to
base their enquiry on the various home addresses the girl and her mother had as she was
growing up. They are not slow in finding out that there is someone out there who is just as keen
to stop them from making progress with their enquiries.Drugs, sexual proclivities and murder are
soon to the fore. The perpetrator will go to any length to cover their tracks and it soon becomes
apparent that there is a lot to cover up. The personal anxieties that initially brought the child to
Delaware are aggravated significantly in her early adult years as a result. Delaware has to walk a
tightrope in trying to catch a killer whilst helping to manage his clients insecurities. Then the girl
becomes the target.Kellerman once again achieves that nice balance of a fine storyline whilst
drawing extensively from relevant psychological theory. Anxieties, OCD and learned behaviour
from parental influence are all incorporated into the narrative. After twenty one books one
wonders if there is a lot more mileage in this character but based on the content here I feel that
Kellerman has more to tell.”

Elaine Jones, “Great read. Always enjoy Kellerman books and this one did not disappoint.
Looking forward to the next book in the series.”

swills45, “Engrossing. Johnathon Kellerman serves up another good story with the usual twists
and turns to keep me engrossed”



lesley swallow, “Five Stars. brilliant”

MRS SHEILA KEEN, “Five Stars. V good”

The book by Jonathan Kellerman has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 566 people have provided
feedback.
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